
Robotic Minibar 
Costs Savings

Improved Customer Satisfaction

ONYRO is a robot that serves

drinks in-room 24/7 completely

autonomously without any

human intervention
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EASY TO USE

The customer places an order for drinks and snacks via a

smartphone application;

ONYRO immediately receives this order;

He informs the customer of delivery time;

Without any human help, he prepares the order using his

own utensils (refrigerator, cupboards, glasses, straws, etc.).  

Then goes to the front door of the room after taking the

elevator if necessary;

He knocks on the door after decoding the room number;

ONYRO says a polite phrase and invites the customer to
take his order.

SALES MANAGEMENT

The owner uses an dedicated application to track room

drinks consumption.

Once the bill is paid, he deletes the customer's data.

UNIQUE IN THE WORLD
ONYRO is the very first robot of this type.

Multi-awarded, he is the fruit of the French company

ipsum tek.

Based upon a unique concept: ONYRO uses its own

utensils (glasses, fridge, etc.) 

EVOLUTIONARY
Software upgrades will enable other functions such as:

Room service of hot food and drinks.

Drinks service prepared at the bar.

Night-time surveillance in the corridors.

etc.

AUTONOMOUS
ONYRO is entirely self-managed: 

Autonomous Service, Recharge, Decisions. 

8-hour operating time without recharge.



FUNCTIONS

ROBOTIC MINIBAR

ONYRO serves traditional drinks

(sodas, beers, etc.), wines,

champagnes, snacks, etc.

ROOM CLEANING

The staff loads dirty cutlery and

plates on a dedicated tray and

returns alone to the kitchen.

TRANSPORT

He transports objects between rooms

and reception.

With its locked covered tray, it

transports all types of objects securely.

Note 1: All these modes are configurable 

Note 2: Acting in fleet of robots, each one can be assigned to a specific mode or to a floor



540mm (D) x 1450mm (H). 60Kg

Maximum speed 0.8m/s

Autonomy: 8H / Charge 2H

Anti-tilt staircase

PRICES 
(EXCLUDING TAX)

RENTAL 

Contribution of €6,000 then €990/month

Included in the price:

Shipping

 Installation / Training 

Support / Maintenance

Minimum contract: 1 year 
Software update: additional cost of €150 / month

SPECIFICATIONS

Automatic return to charging station

Quiet operation

Works in areas without wifi

Installation duration: one day

NO MORE MINIBARS MANAGEMENT
 Checking, filling, theft, limited choice, …

BETTER SERVICE
More room space
More choices
24/7 service

HELP WITH THE ENERGY TRANSITION
Less power consumption
Less polluting gases
Less plastic bottles

AN ATTRACTION FOR CUSTOMERS
Expectations of the new generation customers
Free advertising by Media

PROFITABLE BUSINESS
Increase the turnover thanks of attractiveness effect
Low cost
Works 24/7 without any days off

SAVING TIME FOR STAFF
Bring dirty cutlery and plates back to the kitchen
Transportation between rooms and reception
Fewer long journeys and less weight for staff

PROFITS


